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Abstract

An analysis of inclusive production of K0 and the meson resonances
K��(892), �0(770), f0(975) and f2(1270) in hadronic decays of the Z0 is pre-
sented, based on about 973,000 multihadronic events collected by the DELPHI
detector at LEP during 1991 and 1992. Overall multiplicities have been deter-
mined as 1.962 � 0.060 K0 mesons, 0.712 � 0.067 K��(892) and 1.21 � 0.15
�0(770) per hadronic Z0 decay. The average multiplicities of f0(975) for scaled
momentum, xp = p=pbeam, in the range 0.05 � xp �0.6 and of f2(1270) for
0.05 � xp �1.0 are 0.098 � 0.016 and 0.170 � 0.043 respectively. The f0(975)
and �0(770) xp-spectra have similar shapes. The f2(1270)/�0(770) ratio in-
creases with xp. The average multiplicities and the di�erential cross sections
are compared with the JETSET Parton Shower model. The model with de-
fault parameters fails to reproduce the experimental K0 momentum spectrum
at low momentum, describes the K��(892) and �0(770) xp-spectrum shapes, but
signi�cantly overestimates their production rates.

(To be submitted to Zeit. f. Phys. C)
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1 Introduction

Hadron production in Z0 decays proceeds through two main steps : parton shower
development from the primary q�q pair produced from the Z0, followed by fragmentation
of the coloured partons into colorless hadrons. The �rst step is well described by QCD,
the theory of strong interactions. However, perturbative QCD is not applicable to the
soft processes of hadronization. The formation of hadrons out of quarks and gluons has
been studied in many experiments in an attempt to understand the hadronization process
better and to test phenomenological models of parton fragmentation. The most successful
of these models are the string [1] and the cluster fragmentation [2] models. Studies of
inclusive resonance production are particularly interesting because the resonances provide
more direct information on the relative production rates of states di�ering in their avour
and spin composition, which may serve as guidelines for future development of the models.
The role of mesons with non-zero angular momentum between the quarks, for example
f0(975) and f2(1270), is of special interest in view of possible di�erent dynamics of their
production. Phenomenological consequences of the Gribov idea [3] that the f0(975) and
a0(980) may play a special role in the dynamics of quark con�nement are discussed in
[4]. The production rate of high mass mesons can also a�ect the relative yields of the
pseudoscalar and vector mesons.

Inclusive resonance production has been intensively studied in hadronic reactions (see,
for example, [5,6] and refs. therein). With few exceptions, the data on resonance produc-
tion in e+e� annihilation at energies below the Z0 pole [7]-[14] su�er from poor statistical
precision. More precise information is expected from the LEP experiments (with at least
5,000,000 hadronic Z0 decays expected to be accumulated in each of them by the end of
the LEP 100 program), although some problems exist because of the large combinatorial
backgrounds due to the high multiplicities of hadronic Z0 decays and the distortion of
the resonance Breit-Wigner shapes in the �+�� mass spectra by residual Bose-Einstein
correlations.

Previous studies at LEP have presented analyses of the inclusive production of various
meson resonancesy, including � and �0 [15,16], �0(770), f0(975), f2(1270) [17], �(1020) [18],
K��(892) [19,20] and K�0(892) [17,18]. This paper updates the results of refs. [17,18] on
K0, K��(892), �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) inclusive production. The data samples used
were collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP during 1991 and 1992 at centre-of-
mass energies around 91.3 GeV. They contain about 1 million hadronic Z0 decays in
total.

The paper is organized as follows. The selection of charged particles, hadronic events
and K0

S is described in Section 2. The allowance for the restricted detector acceptance and
e�ciencies, and for �nite experimental resolution by the least squares method is described
in Section 3. Section 4 contains an account of the �tting procedure used and of e�ects
due to particle misidenti�cation. The treatment of residual Bose-Einstein correlations is
described in Section 5, where the experimental results are presented. Comparison of the
results with the JETSET model [21], discussion and conclusions are given in Section 6.

yUnless otherwise stated, antiparticles are implicitly included.
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2 Event, charged particle and K0
S selection

A detailed description of the DELPHI detector can be found in ref. [22]. Here, only
the speci�c properties relevant to the present analysis are summarized.

The charged particle tracks were measured in the 1.2 T magnetic �eld by the following
set of �ve tracking detectors:

� The Micro Vertex Detector (VD), which consisted of 3 layers of silicon, at radii, R,
of 6.3, 9.0 and 11.0 cm. They measure R� coordinates (in the plane transverse to
the beam) over a length of 24 cm along the beam. The polar angle � coverage of the
VD is from 42� to 138�.

� The Inner Detector (ID) is a cylindrical drift chamber with inner and outer radii of
12 and 22 cm, covering polar angles between 29� and 151�.

� The Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the principal tracking device of DELPHI, is
a cylinder with inner and outer radii of 30 cm and 122 cm and with a length of 2.7
m. Each end-cap is divided into 6 sector plates, each with 192 sense wires. The
polar angle coverage of the TPC is from 20� to 160�

� The Outer Detector (OD) consists of 5 layers of drift cells at radii between 192 cm
and 208 cm, covering polar angles between 43� and 137�.

� The Forward Chambers A and B (FCA and FCB) both cover polar angles between
11� and 33� and between 147� and 169�.

The average momentum resolution for charged particles in hadronic �nal states is
in the range �p=p ' 0:001p to 0.01p (p in GeV/c), depending on which detectors are
included in the track �t.

A charged particle is required to satisfy the following criteria :

{ momentum greater than 0.2 GeV/c;
{ �p=p < 1;
{ � between 25� and 155�;
{ measured track length in the TPC greater than 50 cm;
{ impact parameter with respect to the nominal beam crossing point within 5 cm in
the transverse (xy) plane and 10 cm along the beam direction (z-axis).

Hadronic events from Z0 decays are then selected if

{ there are at least 5 charged particles;
{ the total energy of charged particles (assuming a pion mass) in each of two hemi-
spheres (� above and below 90�) exceeds 3 GeV;

{ the total energy of all charged particles is greater than 15 GeV;
{ the polar angle of the sphericity axis is between 40� and 140�.

A total of 683,403 events satis�ed these cuts. The contamination from events due to
beam-gas scattering and to  interactions is estimated to be less than 0.1% and the
background from �+�� events to be less than 0.2% of the accepted events.

The samples selected with the above cuts will be referred to below as the ones with the
weak cuts. However, in order to decrease the fraction of �+�� pairs possibly originating
from neutral decays (V0) and secondary interactions and thus to ensure better signal-to-
background ratios for resonances in the �+�� invariant mass spectra, additional selection
criteria have been applied. The intersection point for each accepted pair of oppositely
charged particles was required to satisfy one of the following conditions:

a) in case of two intersections in the xy plane, the solution with the smaller separation
in z was chosen provided that it was less than 1.5 cm;
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b) in case of non-intersecting particles in the xy plane, the minimum distance between
them in this plane had to be smaller than 1 cm and the separation in z smaller than
1.5 cm;

The distance between the intersection point thus de�ned and the primary vertex de�ned
from the vertex �t was required to be smaller than 1 cm in the xy plane and 1.5 cm along
the z direction.

The samples selected with these additional cuts will be referred to below as the ones
with the strong cuts. The strong cuts were chosen using simulated events from DEL-
SIM [23] (see Sect. 3) in such a way that the fraction of rejected particle combinations
originating from the primary vertex was less than 10%.

The production cross section of K0 was studied in the subsample of data taken during
1992. The K0

S candidates were detected by their decay in ight into �+��. Candidate
V 0 decays in the selected sample of hadronic events were found by considering all pairs
of oppositely charged particles. The vertex de�ned by each such pair was determined
such that the �2 obtained from the distances of the vertex to the extrapolated tracks was
minimized. The tracks were then re�tted imposing the common vertex.

The V 0 decay vertex candidates were required to satisfy the following criteria:

{ in the xy plane, the angle between the vector sum of the charged particle momenta
and the line joining the primary to the secondary vertex was less than (10 + 20/pt)
mrad, where pt is the transverse momentumof the V 0 candidate relative to the beam
axis, in GeV/c;

{ the radial separation of the primary and secondary vertex in the xy plane was greater
than four standard deviations;

{ when the reconstructed decay point of the V 0 was beyond the VD radius, there were
no signals in the VD consistent with association to the decay tracks;

{ the probability of the �2 �t to the secondary vertex was larger than 0.01;
{ the transverse momentum of each particle of the V 0 with respect to the line of ight
was larger than 0.02 GeV/c.

The �+�� and p�� (�p�+) invariant masses (attributing the proton mass to the particle
of larger momentum) for the candidates passing the cuts listed above were calculated.
When a pair was consistent within three standard deviations with both K0 and � (��)
hypotheses, the one with the smaller mass pull (the absolute value of mass shift with
respect to the nominal mass divided by the overall resolution) was selected.

The production cross section of K��(892) was studied in the combined sample of data
taken during 1991 and 1992 with the looser V 0 selection criteria:

{ the same as a) or b) used for the strong cuts;
{ the distance between the primary and candidate secondary vertex in the xy plane
(Dxy) and along the z direction (Dz) had to be 1:5 � Dxy � 90 cm and Dz � 100
cm;

{ each particle was required to have transverse momentum greater than 105 MeV/c
with respect to the sum of the charged particle momenta;

{ the angle in the xy plane between the vector sum of the charged particle momenta
and the line joining the primary and secondary vertices was smaller than 40 mrad.

To construct a K��(892) candidate, those K0
S candidates with a reconstructed mass

between 480 and 515 MeV/c2 were passed through a 1C-�t to adjust the K0
S mass and

to correct the K0
S momentum. They were then combined with a third charged particle

which was assumed to be a pion and was selected according to the criteria described
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above. However stricter cuts on impact parameter (0.4 cm in xy plane and 3 cm in z

axis) were applied to ensure that the charged particle originated from, or close to, the
primary vertex.

The signal-to-background ratio for the K��(892) in the K0
S�

� invariant mass spectrum
is quite good, since the K0

S has little background and the K��(892) has a width of 50
MeV/c2. Besides, complications present for the �+�� mass spectra due to the reections
and the residual Bose-Einstein correlations (see Sects. 3-5) are less important here.
Therefore, these data were analysed using the weak cuts, and the strong cuts served only
to check the reliability of the corresponding procedure for the �+�� mass spectra and to
estimate the systematic uncertainties arising from the application of the di�erent (strong
or weak) cuts. For this, the additional selection criteria for the K0

S�
� pairs were chosen to

be as similar as possible to the ones applied for �+�� pairs: intersection points between
the K0

S line of ight and charged particle were required to satisfy the same conditions a)
or b), while the distance between the intersection point and the primary vertex had to
be smaller than 5 cm in the xy plane and 5 cm along the z direction.

3 Treatment of detector imperfections

The detector imperfections, such as limited geometrical acceptance, particle inter-
actions in the detector material etc, and di�erent kinematical cuts imposed for charged
particles and event selections are often taken into account by correction factors calculated
from simulated events. Then the corrected data are �tted by some analytical function
in order to extract the signals from the background and/or to test some theoretical pre-
dictions. However, this method relies on the deconvolution of the detector imperfections
from the data, a process which is very sensitive to any systematic errors in the simulation
(see for example [24]). Therefore for this study of resonance production an approach
less sensitive to the systematic errors was applied (as already used by DELPHI [25]).
Here the theoretical expectations were smeared and then compared with the uncorrected
experimental data.

In this approach, the parameter vector a of the function f(M;a), which is assumed to
describe the true distribution of variable M , is determined by the least squares method
from the minimization of the function

�2 =
X
m

(Nm � �Nm(a))
2=�2m; (1)

where Nm is the experimentally observed (raw) number of entries in the m-th histogram
bin of the measured variableM (the invariant mass in our case), �Nm(a) is the expectation
value of Nm which depends on the unknown parameters a of the function f(M;a) and
�2m = Nm + �2( �Nm), where �( �Nm) is the error of �Nm. The relation between �Nm(a) and
f(M;a) is determined by the detector acceptance and by the various selection criteria
used, i.e. the probability for a particle pair with invariant mass M to be recorded, and
by the experimental resolution, i.e. the probability to observe the measured instead of
the true M . It can be found using the simulated events from DELSIM [23] as described
below.

In DELSIM, events were generated using the JETSET 7.3 PS program [21] with the
DELPHI default parameters. The particles were followed through the detector and sim-
ulated digitizations obtained were processed with the same reconstruction programs as
the experimental data. A sample of 940,000 events passed the charged particle and event
selection criteria used for the data sample. The 1991 and 1992 simulations were kept
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separate and were then combined in the same proportion as the real data. The four
following samples of events generated by DELSIM were considered:

{ the �rst reference sample (S1) consists of charged particles (and charged particle
pairs) generated by JETSET 7.3 PS with the \true" values of their parameters;

{ the sample S2 consists of those charged particle tracks in the sample S1 which are
unambiguously associated with the reconstructed charged particles in DELSIM. The
set of coe�cients An = NS2

n =NS1
n , where NS1

n and NS2
n are the numbers of entries in

the n-th histogram bin of the variable M for the samples S1 and S2, characterizes
the detector acceptance;

{ the same charged particles as in the sample S2, but taken with the reconstructed
momentum values, form the sample S3. The distributions in samples S2 and S3
are related by the equation NS3

m =
P

n SmnN
S2
n where the smearing matrix, Smn,

satisfying the normalization conditions
P

m Smn = 1, characterizes the experimental
resolution;

{ the sample S4 consists of all reconstructed and selected particles at the DELSIM
output. The vector Cm = NS4

m =NS3
m characterizes losses of particles due to the

selection criteria imposed and extra particles due to ghosts, secondary interactions
etc., absent in the reference sample S1.

Thus the relation between �Nm(a) and fn(a) =
RMn+1

Mn
f(M;a) dM , where Mn is the

lower edge of n-th histogram bin of variable M , can be written as

�Nm(a) = Cm

X
n

SmnAnfn(a): (2)

The smearing matrices Smn for the K
0
S�

� invariant mass distributions for the separate
xp-intervals are derived from the distributions presented in �g. 1. The matrices are
approximately diagonal apart from an almost uniform background due to badly measured
or wrongly associated charged particles. The width of the strip close to the diagonal
characterizes the mass resolution, deteriorating as expected with increasing mass and
scaled momentum. The smearing matrices for the �+�� invariant mass distributions
(not shown) exhibit similar behavior.

The coe�cients A characterizing the detector acceptance are shown as a function of
the K0

S�
� and �+�� invariant masses for the indicated xp-intervals in �gs. 2 and 3.

By de�nition, they are the same for event samples with weak and strong cuts described
in Sect. 2. This is not the case for the coe�cients C for these two samples presented
as a function of K0

S�
� and �+�� invariant masses in �g. 4 and 5. The coe�cients C

obtained with the weak cuts are close to 1 and exhibit a relatively smooth dependence on
M(K0

S�
�), apart from the last two xp-intervals (�g. 4). Clearly in this case an application

of the strong cuts is not justi�ed: they smoothen the C(M) dependence in the last two
xp-intervals, but at the expense of a signi�cant decrease of statistics. The situation is
di�erent for the coe�cients C as a function of M(�+��). For the sample with the weak
cuts, they are much larger than 1, especially in the low mass region at small xp-values, thus
showing that quite an important fraction of the particle pairs is contaminated by particles
from the V 0 decays, secondary interactions and by wrongly associated charged particles,
increasing the background in a very important way. Another feature is a signi�cant
irregularity in the low mass and low xp regions. On the other hand, the coe�cients C for
the sample with the strong cuts are smaller than 1 and they exhibit a smooth dependence
on M(�+��). For these reasons only the event sample with the strong cuts will be used
in the following analysis of the �+�� invariant mass distributions.
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The weak (standard DELPHI) cuts were chosen to ensure that the average multiplicity
for the data and events simulated by DELSIM was the same. But due to imperfections of
the DELSIM tuning, the shapes of some of the distributions for the data and simulated
events can be slightly di�erent. In such cases, the integrals of these distributions for the
data and simulated events can also be di�erent if the strong cuts are applied. Indeed it
was observed that the ratios of the �+�� invariant mass distributions, d�/dM , obtained
for the samples with the strong and weak cuts are di�erent for the data (RD(M)) and
simulated events (RS(M)). To take this into account, the coe�cients C were divided
by the factor R = RD(M)=RS(M) in each of the considered xp-intervals. These factors
were approximated by constants, since their dependence on M for M � 0.6 GeV/c2 was
relatively small, decreasing from R = 1.13 for 0.025 � xp � 0.05 to 1.09 for 0.6 � xp �
1. The variation of R with M was taken into account in calculating the systematic
uncertainties of the resonance production rates.

In principle, the reconstruction e�ciency for the resonance signals and the background
can be di�erent, due to di�erent angular distributions. Therefore it was explicitly checked
that this was not the case for the generated events.

4 Parameterization of invariant mass distributions

The resonance cross sections were obtained by analyzing the K0
S�

� and �+�� invariant
mass distributions for the full measured xp-range and for intervals of xp. The resonance
signals were described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner function

BW (M) =
M �M0 � �(M)

(M2
0 �M2)2 + (M0 � �(M))2

(3)

�(M) = �0 �
�
q

q0

�2L+1
�

2q20
q20 + q2

with an angular momentum for decay products L = 0 for f0(975), L = 1 for �0 and
K�(892), and L = 2 for f2(1270) and K�

2(1430). M0 and �0 stand for the resonance mass
and natural width; q0 and q are momenta of decay products in the resonance c.m. system
for masses M0 and M respectively.

The background was described by the function

BG(M) = (M �Mth)
�1 � exp(�2M + �3M

2 + �4M
3); (4)

where Mth is the threshold invariant mass of the decay products.
For the �+�� invariant mass distribution, a wrong particle identi�cation leads not only

to an increased combinatorial background, but also to the problem of reections when
resonance signals in K��� or K+K� systems distort the �+�� invariant mass spectrum.z

These reections are particularly severe when relatively narrow resonances such as �0 and
K�0(892) or f2(1270) and K�0

2 (1430) with comparable production cross sections overlap
in phase space. This problem can however be solved, provided the statistics are large
enough, taking the shapes of these reections into the �+�� mass spectrum from the
simulated events and determining the corresponding cross sections from the �t.

In order to obtain analytical forms for the reections in the �+�� mass spectra with
the resonance parameters M0 and �0 to be obtained from the �t and, in addition, in
order to replace the non-relativistic Breit-Wigner shape of the K�0(892) in JETSET by

zThe reection from �(1020) into the �+�� mass distribution is broad and its contribution is small. Therefore it has

been ignored.
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the relativistic one, the following procedure was applied. For each generated K�0(892)!
K��� decay, the pion mass was assigned to the K+ or K� and the matrix Q0

ij (with
indexes i and j running through M�� and MK� masses respectively) was constructed
(with one entry for each decay). The renormalized matrix

Qij = Q0
ij=
X
i

Q0
ij

is independent of the shape of the K� mass distribution. The reection function
RF (M��), properly taking into account the relativistic Breit-Wigner shape of the
K�0(892), was then obtained from the convolution

RFi =
X
j

QijBWj; (5)

where BW (MK�) is taken as (3). No spin alignment for the K�0(892) was assumed (in
principle, it can be allowed for by calculating the reections separately for each term
of the spin density matrix, with the values of the spin density matrix elements as free
parameters).

Another type of distortion of the �+�� mass spectrum arises from the decays of � !
�+��X, �0 ! �+��X, !(783) ! �+��X and from the K0

S ! �+�� decays close to the
primary vertex. They were treated in a straightforward way by taking the corresponding
�+�� invariant mass distributions from JETSET. Since the shapes of the �+�� mass
spectra from � and �0 were found to be practically the same, the corresponding reection
functions were combined.

Thus the �t of the �+�� invariant mass spectrum was performed with the function
f(M;a) in (2) in the form

f(M;a) = a1BW�0(M;a2; a3) + a4BWf0(M;a5; a6) + a7BWf2(M;a8; a9) (6)

+ a10RFK�0(M;a11; a12) + a13RFK�0
2
(M;a14; a15)

+ a16�(M �MK0) + a17RF�=�0(M) + a18RF!(M) + a19BG(M;a20; :::; a23):

Usually resonance masses M0 (parameters a2; a5; a8; a11 and a14 in (6)) and widths �0
(parameters a3; a6; a9; a12 and a15 in (6)) in �tting procedures are either left free or are
�xed at their measured values or at the ones given in the PDG tables [26]. This latter
procedure was used in this study, with one important modi�cation: instead of leaving the
resonance parameters �xed, they were weighted towards their nominal values by including
extra terms in the �2:

�2 =
X
m

(Nm � �Nm(a))
2=�2m +

X
i

(ai � �ai)
2
=(��ai)

2; (7)

where the ai in the second term are the running values of M0 and/or �0, and �ai ���ai
the corresponding �xed values of M0 and/or �0 with their errors taken from [26].

In order to reduce the correlations between �tted parameters, independent information
from other experiments can be used for the reections. These include the measured
K��(892) production rate obtained in this study and by OPAL [20] (together with an
assumption about equal K��(892) and K�0(892) production), the � and �0 production
rates measured by L3 [15,28] and ALEPH [16], and the relative !=�0 production rates
measured by ARGUS [14] and in hadronic reactions [5,6] (see Sect. 5.3 for details). The
corresponding terms were also included into the second term of function (7).

The assumption about equal K��(892) and K�0(892) production rates is of special
importance for a reliable determination of the �0 production rate from the �+�� mass
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distribution, due to very strong distortion of the �0 signal by the K�0(892) reection.
This is illustrated in �g. 6 for the �0 signal and K�0(892) reection in the �+�� mass
distribution for four intervals of j cos ��j, where �� is the angle between the momentum
of the pion in the �+�� c.m. system and ight direction of the �+�� pair, using events
generated by JETSET 7.4 PS. The �0 signal and K�0(892) reection practically over-
lap for j cos ��j � 0:5. A reasonable separation is seen only for j cos ��j � 0:25. Such
strong overlapping results in a distortion of the experimentally observed �0 signal and in
particular in the shift of the observed �0 peak position to lower mass in the real data.
This implies that in the absence of particle identi�cation the extraction of the �0 signal
from the �+�� mass distribution is only possible (at least in the full cos �� range) if the
K�0(892) production rate is �xed at an independently measured value.

Similar arguments are also valid for the case of the f2(1270) production where the
K�0
2 (1430) reection plays an even more important role. But unfortunately in this case

the same procedure is almost useless due to a poorly measured K��
2 (1430) production

rate. Therefore it was used only to estimate the corresponding systematic error for the
f2(1270) production rate.

For the K0
S�

� invariant mass spectrum, there are no such complications. Therefore it
was �tted using formulae (2)-(4) and (7) with the function f(M;a) in (2) taken in the
form

f(M;a) = a1BWK��(M;a2; a3) + a4BWK��
2
(M;a5; a6) + a7BG(M;a8; :::; a11); (8)

both with and without the K��
2 (1430).

The resonance cross sections were then determined by integrating the Breit-Wigner
functions in expressions (6) or (8):

�(resi) = ai

Z
BWi(M)dM: (9)

5 Results

5.1 K
0
production

The �+�� invariant mass spectrum for the accepted K0
S candidates is shown in �g. 7.

A clear K0
S signal is seen, with a resolution of about 4.3 MeV/c2. The peak corresponds

to about 150,000 reconstructed K0
S.

The momentum-dependent e�ciency for K0
S reconstruction, including detector accep-

tance e�ects, has been calculated by the detailed simulation. The combinatorial back-
ground was subtracted independently for each interval of � = ln(1=xp), with bins as in
table 1; the widths of the �tting functions were allowed to vary independently for each
interval of �.

The �tted mass value in each � interval is practically constant, giving an average value
of M(K0

S) = 497.73 � 0.03(stat) � 0.11(syst) MeV/c2, consistent with the world average
of 497.67 � 0.03 MeV/c2 [26]. The systematic errors include:

{ stability of the mass value over di�erent intervals of �;
{ contribution from using a Gaussian or a Breit-Wigner distribution for �tting the
signal in each interval of �;

{ dependence on the modelling of the energy loss in the reconstruction of charged
particles. To estimate this e�ect, an amount of energy equal to kLB(p) (where L is
the amount of material crossed by the particle before entering the sensitive region
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of the TPC (in units of radiation lengths), B(p) is a parameterization of the Bethe-
Bloch function for the relevant materials, and k was allowed to vary) was added to
each candidate pion from the decay of K0

S . The systematic contribution corresponds
to the error (at one standard deviation) of the value of k minimizing the variance of
the mass values (as a function of �) with respect to the average.

The above result cannot be taken as a measurement of the K0
S mass, since the analysis

procedure is biased towards the nominal K0
S mass, because of the method used for the

resolution of K0=� ambiguity.
The resolution �M (in MeV/c2) as a function of � was parameterized as �M(�) =

2:7 + 40:43 exp (�0:94�).
The K0

S lifetime, �K0
S
, has been determined from the selected sample within �2�M(�)

of the nominal mass value. The correction factors for each bin of proper time are calcu-
lated from the simulation. A least-square �t of the corrected experimental distribution
to an exponential decay function gives �K0

S
= 88.7 � 0.6 ps (the error is statistical only),

compared with the world average of 89:2 � 0:2 ps [26].
The K0

S signal in each bin of � was estimated in �ve ways:

1) by �tting the mass spectrum with a sum of a Gaussian plus a linear background;
2) by �tting the mass spectrum with a sum of a Breit-Wigner plus a linear background;
3) ,4)by smoothing the results of 1), 2) as a function of � with a function a + G(�),

where G is a Gaussian function;
5) by subtracting from the number of candidates in the mass interval ranging from 0.42

to 0.58 GeV/c2 four times the sum of the number of candidates between 0.40 and
0.42 and between 0.58 and 0.60 GeV/c2.

The reconstruction e�ciency was then estimated by following the same procedure on
simulation.

The di�erential cross section (1=�h)� d�=d� and (1=�h)� d�=dxp (where �h is the total
hadronic cross section) for inclusive K0 production at the Z0 is shown in table 1 and in
�g. 8a and 8b. The errors on the di�erential cross section include both the statistical
and the systematic contributions. The systematic error comes from:

{ spread of the results obtained with the �ve ways of estimating the signal;
{ a relative amount of 2% added to each bin to account for di�erence in �2 proba-
bility distributions for secondary vertices between the data and simulated events in
DELSIM.

The average reconstruction e�ciency (weighted over the di�erent intervals of �) of K0
S !

�+�� decays was estimated by simulation to be about 36%.
The mean K0 multiplicity was obtained by integrating the (1=�h)� d�=d� distribution,

correcting for the unseen decay modes and for K0
L and assuming that the unmeasured

regions of � contain the same fraction of K0 as predicted by JETSET 7.4 PS. This gave

< N(K0) > = 1:962 � 0:022(stat)� 0:056(syst): (10)

The systematic error reects the uncertainties due to:

{ the �tting function for the signal. The error due to this source was estimated to be
�0:039;

{ the JETSET 7.4 PS extrapolation. The average number of K0 in the unobserved
region is about 0.009 according to the simulation; the relative uncertainty on this
number was set to 100%;
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{ an amount of 2% to account for di�erent e�ciencies for K0
S from secondary decays.

The result is about 1.7 standard deviations lower than the previous determination by
DELPHI [19] and agrees within errors with the values of 2.10 � 0.02 � 0.14, 2.04 �
0.02 � 0.14 and 2.06 � 0.05 of the OPAL [27], L3 [28] and ALEPH [29] experiments
respectively.

5.2 K
��(892) production

The measured K0
S�

� invariant mass distributions for several xp(K0
S�

�)-intervals and
for the xp(K0

S�
�) � 0:05 range are shown in �g. 9. The signal due to K��(892) is clearly

observed with about 18,500 K��(892) in the peak for xp � 0.05. No clear evidence for
K��
2 (1430) production is seen. Therefore the mass spectrum for xp � 0.05 was �rst �tted

with a single Breit-Wigner contribution (with variable M0 and �0) in the mass range
between 0.64 and 1.44 GeV/c2. The results of the �t wereM0 = 893.9 � 1.4 MeV/c2 and
�0 = 53 � 6 MeV/c2. These values agree within errors with the world mean values [26].

To obtain the K��(892) di�erential cross section, (1=�h)�d�=dxp, the �t was then
repeated in each xp-interval with the mass free and the width taken at the PDG value of
49.8 � 0.8 MeV/c2. The �ts are presented in �g. 9. The �t describes the data very well,
as seen from the �2=NDF values also shown in �g. 9.

In calculating the cross section, unobserved K��(892) decay modes were taken into ac-
count. The di�erential cross sections obtained are tabulated in table 2 and also presented
in �g. 8c, with the statistical and systematic errors combined quadratically.

The measured average K��(892) multiplicity per hadronic event in the 0:05 � xp � 0:6
range obtained by integration of the xp-spectrum amounted to

< N(K��(892)) > = 0:462 � 0:020(stat)� 0:021(syst) (11)

(and agrees with the value of 0:450 � 0:019(stat) � 0:022(syst) obtained from the �t of
overall mass spectrum in the xp � 0:05 range).

The �rst error in (11) is the statistical one obtained from the �t, the second is the sys-
tematic one. The latter was estimated by analyzing the systematic uncertainties arising
from:

1) K0
S selection criteria;

2) di�erence in cross sections obtained for the samples selected with the weak or strong
cuts;

3) choice of the background parameterization, bin size of the mass spectra and mass
range used in the �t.

The relative systematic error due to the K0
S selection criteria was �3%. The second

contribution was evaluated by repeating the �ts for the sample selected with the strong
cuts. The measured average K��(892) multiplicity in the 0:05 � xp � 0:6 range obtained
by integration of the xp-spectrum was found to be 0.478 � 0.033(stat) with the width
�xed at the PDG value, and 0.457 � 0.047(stat) with variable width. From this the
systematics accounting for the selection criteria used was found to be 3.5%. The third
contribution was estimated by applying exactly the same �tting procedure to the events
generated by DELSIM and selected in exactly the same way as the real data. This gave a
relative error of 0.5%. Thus the total systematic error of 4.6% is dominantly determined
by the �rst two factors.
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Extrapolation to the full xp-range, assuming the unmeasured regions are represented
by the normalized JETSET 7.4 PS model and the 20% error of the extrapolation, gave

< N(K��(892)) > = 0:712 � 0:031(stat)� 0:032(syst)� 0:050(extr): (12)

The value (12) agrees within errors with the recent value of 0.72 � 0.02 � 0.08 of the
OPAL experiment [20], but it is 2.3 standard deviations below the previous DELPHI
estimate [19]. With the present analysis using 20 time larger statistics than were available
in 1990, possible systematic e�ects are now better understood, so the current value (12)
replaces the older one.

Repeating the �t in the xp � 0.05 region with the K��
2 (1430) contribution in-

cluded (with M0 and �0 taken at the PDG values) results in < N(K��
2 (1430)) > =

0:05 �0:07
0:05 (stat) where extrapolation to the unmeasured xp-region is included. Clearly

larger statistics are necessary for a reliable estimate of the K��
2 (1430) production rate.

5.3 Neutral meson resonance production

As has been discussed in Sect. 4, the correlations between parameters in function (7)
used for �tting the �+�� invariant mass distributions can be signi�cantly reduced using
the following experimental information:

1. Combining the result of this study on the K��(892) production rate (12) with the
OPAL result [20], the average K��(892) multiplicity per hadronic Z0 equals 0.715 � 0.052.
The relative ratio of the K�0(892) and K��(892) production rates at LEP was assumed
to be equal to the JETSET model estimate of 0.95. Therefore the average K�0(892)
multiplicity was taken to be 0.68 � 0.05.

2. The !=�0 ratio in hadronic K+p and pp reactions at c.m. energies
p
s = 22 and

27 GeV equals 1.01 � 0.28 [5] and 1.02 � 0.08 [6] respectively. ARGUS measured !=�0

= 0.91 � 0.20 [14]. Therefore the !=�0 ratio was taken at the average value of 1.00 �
0.07. This agrees with the JETSET model estimate of 0.94 at LEP energies, when the
di�erence between the predicted and measured [16] �0 multiplicity (see below) is taken
into account.

3. The average � and �0 multiplicities for xp � 0.1 measured by ALEPH [16] are equal
to 0.298 � 0.023 � 0.021 and 0.068 � 0.018 � 0.016 and the corresponding ratios of the
measured and JETSET predicted values are equal to 0.90 � 0.09 for � and 0.25 � 0.08
for �0. The extrapolation to the full xp-range was made according to the JETSET model
assuming the same ratios in unmeasured xp-regions. In �tting the �+�� mass spectra in
di�erent xp-intervals the JETSET model normalized to the values given above was used.

4. The masses and widths of the K�0(892), �0, f0(975) and f2(1270), with their errors,
were taken from the PDG tables [26], unless stated otherwise.

The measured �+�� invariant mass distribution was �rst considered in the j cos ��j �
0.25 region, where the �0 signal and K�0(892) reections are reasonably well separated,
and �tted in the xp � 0.025 range with the variable �0 mass and width using the procedure
described in Sect. 4. The �0 width thus obtained, �0 = 130 � 17 MeV/c2, was found to
be compatible within error with the PDG value. Therefore the width was subsequently
taken equal to �0 = 151.5 � 1.2 MeV/c2 [26] and the �t was repeated with the variable
�0 mass. The �tted �0 mass was found to be 748 � 3 MeV/c2, shifted signi�cantly in
comparison with the PDG value of 768.1 � 0.5 MeV/c2, as has been also observed by
OPAL [18].

As suggested in [18,30,31], this signi�cant mass shift can be explained, at least partly,
by distortion of the Breit-Wigner shape for oppositely charged particles by Bose-Einstein
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correlations among the identical �+�+ or ���� pairs. This is expected to have a stronger
inuence at low momenta. The fact that no such shift for the �0 mass was recently
observed by ARGUS [14] or by other lower energy e+e� experiments [7,8,11] can be
attributed [18] to increased multiplicity of pions which are close in phase space to the
decay products of the �0 at LEP energies. We therefore attempted to take residual
Bose-Einstein correlations into account using the following ansatz.

The parameters a1, a4 and a7 in expression (6) have been assumed so far to be con-
stants. This is justi�ed if the mass spectrum of non-resonant �+�� pairs, representing
the two-pion phase space distribution, PS(M), is a slowly varying function of M , as
compared to the BW (M) dependence. If this is not the case, each Breit-Wigner term in
(6) has to be replaced by aiPSi(M)BWi(M). If in addition Bose-Einstein e�ects are im-
portant, these terms have the form aiWi(M)BWi(M), where Wi(M) = BEi(M)PSi(M)
represents the e�ective phase space distribution modi�ed by residual Bose-Einstein cor-
relations, BE(M). Then eq. (9) for the resonance cross section has to be replaced by

�(resi) = ai

Z
PSi(M)BWi(M)dM

or

�(resi) = ai

Z
Wi(M)BWi(M)dM:

The functions PS(M) and W (M) for the �0 and f2(1270) were obtained by generating
the invariant mass distributions for the �0 and f2(1270) using the JETSET 7.3 Parton
Shower program without (for PS(M)) or with (for W (M)) Bose-Einstein correlations.
Bose-Einstein correlations were included after the decay of short-lived resonances, but
before decays of long-lived ones [21]. A Gaussian parameterization of the Bose-Einstein
correlations with the parameters � = 1 and r = 0.5 fm (describing, respectively, the corre-
lation strength and the radius of the pion source) was used, which provided a reasonable
description of the DELPHI data on like-sign and unlike-sign two-particle correlations [31]
(with the experimentally determined values of � = 1.06 � 0.05 � 0.16 and r = 0.49 �
0.01 � 0.05 fm). The functions PS(M) and W (M) were then calculated by dividing the
generated mass distributions (normalized to 1) by the analytical BW (M) functions used
in JETSET (also normalized to 1).

The dependence of PS�0(M) and W�0(M) on M �M�0 is presented for several xp-
intervals in �g. 10. The dependence of PS�0(M) in the �0 mass region is important at
the smallest xp-interval, leading to some distortion of the �0 Breit-Wigner shape even in
absence of Bose-Einstein correlations, but it can be neglected for xp � 0:05. W�0(M)
shows a sharp rise due to Bose-Einstein correlations for M � M�0 , which is especially
strong at the smallest xp-values.x This e�ect, if ignored, clearly results in a shift of the
central �0 mass to a lower value, as observed.

For the �+�� invariant mass distribution in the j cos ��j � 0.25 region and for the xp �
0.025 range (�g. 11a, previously �tted using the unmodi�ed function (6)), the �t with
the �xed �0 width and variable mass and with function (6) for the �0 modi�ed to take
into account Bose-Einstein correlations now givesM�0 = 763.6 � 2.6 MeV/c2, compatible
with the PDG value [26]. Thus it appears that the �0 mass shift can indeed be explained
by the Bose-Einstein correlations and can be corrected for by the proposed procedure.

The inuence of Bose-Einstein correlations for the narrow f0(975) and K�(892), can be
ignored. For the f2(1270), qualitatively similar dependences (not shown) were observed
for the generated events with an even stronger e�ect than for the �0. Thus, according to

xIt is also of interest that W�0 as a function of M �M�0 does not depend on the central �0 mass value as has been

checked by varyingM�0 by �60 MeV/c2.
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JETSET, the shift in the f2(1270) mass is as large as 77 MeV for 0.05 � xp � 0.10 and
decreases with increasing xp down to 19 MeV for 0.3 � xp � 0.6. However, the inuence
of Bose-Einstein correlations on the f2(1270) in the data is more di�cult to see due to
the smaller statistical signi�cance of the signal.

Finally, the �+�� invariant mass spectra integrated over all cos �� were �tted in sep-
arate xp-intervals with the resonance masses and widths �xed at their PDG values (ac-
cording to the procedure described in Sect. 4) and with the modi�ed function (6) for the
�0 and f2(1270).

The measured �+�� invariant mass distributions in �ve xp-intervals are presented in
�g. 11b to f together with the results of the �ts which describe the data quite well. Also
shown are the separate contributions from (�+�0)! �+��X, ! ! �+��X, K0

S ! �+��

and from the K�0(892) reection. For the ! or (� + �0), xp is the scaled momentum of
their �+�� decay products.

The �0 signal is much better seen in the data for xp � 0.1 than for smaller xp-values.
One sees also clearly that for the data integrated over all cos �� (�g. 11b-f), the signal
represents the sum of the real �0 and of the K�0(892) reection, so that the �0 contribu-
tion can be reliably obtained only when the K�0(892) cross section is �xed as has been
explained above. In spite of a very large combinatorial background, the narrow f0(975) is
observed in the �+�� mass spectra for xp � 0.05 even without background subtraction.
The relatively broad f2(1270) is only slightly indicated in the �+�� mass spectra, but is
clearer for xp � 0.05 after the background subtraction.

The �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) di�erential cross sections obtained from the �t are tabu-
lated in table 3 and shown in �g. 12, with the statistical and systematic errors combined
quadratically. In calculating the f0(975) and f2(1270) production rates, the unobserved
decay modes were taken into account.

The systematic errors for the �0 production rates were estimated by analyzing uncer-
tainties arising from:

1) mass dependence of the factors R which account for the di�erence between the data
and DELSIM when the samples with the weak or strong cuts are used (see Sect. 3);

2) treatment of Bose-Einstein correlations;
3) choice of background parameterization, bin size of the mass spectra and mass range

used in the �t.

The relative error from the �rst factor is 2.2% and is practically independent of xp. The
second contribution was estimated by comparing the �0 cross sections obtained with
the adopted treatment of Bose-Einstein correlations with the ones when Bose-Einstein
correlations were ignored, but the �ts were done with the �0 masses taken at their shifted
measured values. For the �+�� invariant mass distribution in the j cos ��j � 0.25 region
and for the xp � 0.025, the corresponding relative error was found to be 9%. However,
this systematic uncertainty was found to be a strong function of xp decreasing from
around 20% at the smallest xp-interval down to zero for the largest xp- interval, as can
be expected. In fact, it can be practically ignored for xp � 0.1. This xp-dependence was
taken into account in calculating the systematic errors for the di�erential cross section.
The third contribution was estimated, as in the case of the K��(892), by applying the
same �tting procedure to the events generated by JETSET 7.3 and passed to DELSIM
then selected exactly as the real data and comparing the cross sections obtained with the
input values. This gave a relative error of 1%. Notice also that some systematic is, in
fact, included into the statistical errors obtained from the �t, since the K��(892), � and
�0 production rates, !=�0 ratio and masses and widths from the PDG tables have been
taken with their systematic uncertainties.
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Similar procedures were applied to estimate the systematic uncertainties on the f0(975)
and f2(1270) production rates. For the f2(1270), an additional 20% systematic error was
added to account for possible inuence of the K�0

2 (1430) reection.
The average �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) multiplicities per hadronic Z0 decay in the mea-

sured xp-regions obtained by integration of their xp-distributions are presented in table
4. Extrapolation to the full xp-range for the �0 was made from the measured average
multiplicity in the xp � 0.025 range:

< N(�0) > = 0:98 � 0:03(stat)� 0:12(syst); (13)

assuming the unmeasured region is represented by the normalized JETSET 7.4 PS model
(with 20% systematic uncertainty). This gave:

< N(�0) > = 1:21 � 0:04(stat)� 0:14(syst)� 0:05(extr): (14)

The �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) average multiplicities thus obtained update the previous
DELPHI measurements based on smaller statistics [17] which agree within errors with
the present measurements.

The measured ratio
�(f2(1270))=�(�

0) = 0:24� 0:07 (15)

for 0.05 � xp � 1.0 agrees with the tensor-to-vector meson ratios measured in hadronic
reactions (with an average value of 0.25 � 0.03), as mentioned in [17].

The measured ratio

�(f2(1270))=�(f0(975)) = 1:7� 0:5 (16)

for 0.05 � xp � 0.6 agrees with the value of 2 � 1 measured by the HRS collaboration
at 29 GeV [11].

6 Discussion and conclusions

The average K0, K��(892), �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) multiplicities measured in this
experiment are shown in table 4. For the K0, K��(892) and �0 these multiplicities were
extrapolated to the full xp-range using the JETSET 7.4 PS model. Table 4 also shows the
K0, K��(892) and �0 multiplicities in the JETSET model with the default (and tuned)
values of the parameters. The corresponding di�erential cross sections (1/�h)�d�/dxp are
compared with the model expectations in �gs. 8 and 12.

The overall measured average K0 multiplicity is smaller than the model with default
parameters by 13%. Figs. 8a and 8b show that this di�erence results from failure of the
model to reproduce quantitatively the measured momentum spectrum at low momenta.

The overall average K��(892) multiplicity predicted by JETSET with default parame-
ters is signi�cantly larger than the measured value. OPAL observes a similar discrepancy
[20]. However, the measured K��(892) xp-spectrum (�g. 8c) agrees well in shape with
the predicted one, implying that good agreement between the data and model can be
achieved by proper tuning of the JETSET parameters.

The overall average �0 multiplicity is also overestimated by JETSET, but less than in
the case of the K��(892). The measured �0 xp-spectrum (�g. 12) agrees with the predicted
one for large xp-values, but falls slightly below the model expectations for small xp-values.

For the f2(1270), a clear tendency for a rise of the f2(1270)/�0 ratio with increasing
xp is seen (�g. 13). This ratio changes from 0.16 � 0.08 for 0.05 � xp � 0.10 up to 1.1
� 0.4 for 0.6 � xp � 1.0. The �t of the xp dependence of the ratio by a form a exp (bxp)
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(straight line in �g. 13) yields a = 0:14� 0.04 and b = 2:4� 0.7. Only a small part of this
e�ect can be attributed to the mass di�erence. This was checked by generating the �0

xp-spectra in JETSET with the �0 masses of 770 and 1270 MeV. Fit of their ratio by the
same form resulted in much smaller value of b = 1:2 in comparison with the experimental
result for the f2(1270)=�0 ratio. The increase of the f2(1270)=�0 ratio with increasing xp is
consistent with hints from hadronic experiments, where the same tendency was observed
for the higher tensor-to-vector meson ratio with increase of the scaled momentum [32].

Within the limits of large errors, the f0(975) and �0 xp-spectra (�g. 12) have similar
shapes. This is also seen from the �t of the f0(975)=�0 ratio by a form a exp (bxp) (straight
line in �g. 13) which yields b = 1.2 � 0.9. This indicates rather similar production
mechanisms for these mesons. The same observation for the �0 and f0(975) was recently
made by the ARGUS collaboration [14]. It was also noticed in [14] that independence of
the relative production rates of f0(975) and �0 mesons of the centre-of-mass energy can be
considered as an additional argument in favour of their similar production mechanisms.
The DELPHI value of the ratio

f0(975)=�
0 = 0:14 � 0:03 (17)

for 0.05 � xp � 0.6 might be compared with the values 0.072 � 0.018, measured for con-
tinuum e+e�-events by ARGUS around

p
s = 10 GeV [14], and 0.063 � 0.032 measured

by HRS at
p
s = 29 GeV [11]. For a study of this ratio as a function of rapidity and

separation from other hadrons in phase space as advocated in [4], larger statistics are
necessary.

The study of inclusive meson resonance production at LEP energies has shown a
number of unexpected features. The �0(958) production rate measured by ALEPH [16]
was observed to be much lower than predicted by the models. The �(1020), K��(892),
K�0(892) and �0 production rates measured by OPAL [18,20] and DELPHI also fall sig-
ni�cantly below the JETSET model with default parameters. The centre-of-mass energy
dependence of the K��(892) and �0 production rates (�g. 14) shows that JETSET 7.4 PS
has a stronger rise of the production rates between

p
s = 35 GeV and LEP energies than

exhibited by the data. The measured K��(892) average multiplicity at LEP energies is,
in particular, surprisingly similar to those observed in e+e� collisions at energies aroundp
s = 35 GeV, contrary to the expected increase with energy in JETSET.
Since the shapes of the measured and predicted xp-spectra for the K��(892) and �0

are rather similar, one can easily obtain reasonable agreement between the data and
model expectations for the resonance production rates at a given energy by tuning the
model parameters responsible for strangeness suppression and for the relative rate of
pseudoscalar and vector meson production as, for example, has been done in [18]. Such
tuning of the JETSET 7.4 PS to the DELPHI K0 �-spectrum and K��(892) and �0 xp-
spectra gave the following values for the model parameters controlling, respectively, the
strangeness suppression and the probabilities that strange or nonstrange mesons will have
spin 1: PARJ(2) = 0.230, PARJ(12) = 0.410{ and PARJ(11) = 0.365 (to be compared
with the default values of 0.3, 0.6 and 0.5). The JETSET 7.4 xp-spectra thus obtained
(dashed curves in �gs. 8 and 12) describe the data quite well. The corresponding JETSET
7.4 rates for the K0, K��(892) and �0 obtained with these parameters are given in table
4. As for the energy dependence of the K0, K�0�(892) and �0 production rates, the model
with parameters tuned to the DELPHI data (dashed curves in �g. 14) lies systematially
below most of the data at lower energies. Thus it seems doubtful that the model, with
only one set of parameters, will be able to describe the measured energy dependence of
the particle production rates.

{Not surprisingly, these DELPHI values are very close to the OPAL values of 0.245 and 0.43.
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The important f0(975) and f2(1270) production rates measured by DELPHI represent
another challenge for the JETSET model. It indicates that other resonance states, so
far not included in JETSET or other models attempting to describe quark and gluon
hadronization, are produced with non-negligible production rates, even if their inclusive
production is di�cult to measure experimentally. In this case, a much larger fraction
of the observed �nal state particles results from the decay of these numerous resonances
than usually assumed. Consequently the relative rate of prompt pseudoscalar and vector
mesons might di�er signi�cantly from that in JETSET. For these reasons, further precise
measurements of meson resonance rates at high statistics LEP experiments are highly
desirable.

The signi�cant mass shift observed for the �0 by OPAL [18] and DELPHI requires
further investigation. In this paper it was shown that this mass shift is dominantly inu-
enced by the reection from the K�0(892) and by the residual Bose-Einstein correlations
and can be successfully corrected for when these e�ects are properly taken into account.
However other e�ects, such as �0 � ! interference and interference with coherent non-
resonant �+�� background, can also distort the �0 shape. In particular, the background
interference mechanisms can have similar phenomenological e�ects to those arising from
the residual Bose-Einstein correlations [30] It remains to be seen, with still higher statis-
tics to be accumulated by LEP experiments, whether inclusion of these e�ects will be
necessary in order to describe the experimental data.
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Tables

Table 1: Di�erential cross section for K0 as a function of � and xp. The di�erential cross
section (1=�h)�d�=dxp is calculated at the point < xp > corresponding to the indicated
�-interval. The systematic errors are included.

�-interval (1=�h)�d�=d� < xp > (1=�h)�d�=dxp
0.0 - 0.6 0.048 � 0.020 0.774 0.06 � 0.03
0.6 - 0.8 0.138 � 0.026 0.499 0.28 � 0.05
0.8 - 1.0 0.165 � 0.025 0.409 0.40 � 0.06
1.0 - 1.2 0.270 � 0.027 0.335 0.81 � 0.08
1.2 - 1.4 0.338 � 0.025 0.274 1.24 � 0.09
1.4 - 1.6 0.441 � 0.023 0.224 1.97 � 0.10
1.6 - 1.8 0.526 � 0.024 0.184 2.87 � 0.13
1.8 - 2.0 0.558 � 0.024 0.150 3.72 � 0.16
2.0 - 2.2 0.632 � 0.024 0.123 5.15 � 0.19
2.2 - 2.4 0.654 � 0.024 0.101 6.52 � 0.24
2.4 - 2.6 0.660 � 0.024 0.082 8.03 � 0.30
2.6 - 2.8 0.679 � 0.025 0.068 10.09 � 0.37
2.8 - 3.0 0.620 � 0.024 0.055 11.25 � 0.43
3.0 - 3.2 0.584 � 0.024 0.045 12.94 � 0.52
3.2 - 3.4 0.583 � 0.024 0.037 15.79 � 0.66
3.4 - 3.6 0.531 � 0.024 0.030 17.56 � 0.78
3.6 - 3.8 0.468 � 0.023 0.025 18.91 � 0.94
3.8 - 4.0 0.410 � 0.023 0.020 20.2 � 1.1
4.0 - 4.2 0.394 � 0.022 0.017 23.7 � 1.4
4.2 - 4.4 0.298 � 0.020 0.014 21.9 � 1.5
4.4 - 4.6 0.232 � 0.018 0.011 20.8 � 1.6
4.6 - 4.8 0.176 � 0.013 0.009 19.3 � 1.5
4.8 - 5.0 0.116 � 0.010 0.007 15.6 � 1.4
5.0 - 5.2 0.077 � 0.007 0.006 12.7 � 1.2
5.2 - 5.4 0.045 � 0.006 0.005 8.9 � 1.2
5.4 - 5.6 0.032 � 0.004 0.004 7.7 � 1.0

Table 2: Di�erential cross section for K��(892) as a function of xp. The quoted errors
are respectively statistical (obtained from the �t) and systematic.

xp-interval (1=�h)�d�=dxp
0.05-0.10 2.87 � 0.23 � 0.13
0.10-0.15 1.86 � 0.16 � 0.09
0.15-0.20 1.28 � 0.14 � 0.06
0.20-0.30 0.74 � 0.08 � 0.03
0.30-0.40 0.41 � 0.07 � 0.02
0.40-0.60 0.23 � 0.04 � 0.01
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Table 3: Di�erential cross sections (1=�h)�d�=dxp for �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) as a func-
tion of xp. The quoted errors are respectively statistical (obtained from the �t) and
systematic.

xp-interval �0 f0(975) f2(1270)

0.025-0.05 10.5 � 0.8 � 2.1 - -
0.05-0.10 5.24 � 0.37 � 0.93 0.79 � 0.16 � 0.07 0.82 � 0.29 � 0.18
0.10-0.20 2.56 � 0.14 � 0.12 0.27 � 0.07 � 0.02 0.69 � 0.13 � 0.16
0.20-0.35 0.93 � 0.06 � 0.04 0.11 � 0.03 � 0.01 0.21 � 0.06 � 0.05
0.35-0.60 0.21 � 0.02 � 0.01 0.057� 0.013� 0.006 0.09 � 0.02 � 0.02
0.6-1.0 0.018 � 0.005 � 0.001 0.003 � 0.003 � 0.001 0.019 � 0.006 � 0.001

Table 4: Average particle multiplicities per hadronic event measured in the indicated
xp-region in comparison with the JETSET 7.4 PS model with default parameters and with
parameters PARJ(2), PARJ(11) and PARJ(12) tuned to the DELPHI data as described
in the text.

xp-range Particle Multiplicity JETSET (default) JETSET (tuned)

0-1 K0 1.962 � 0.060 2.21 1.965
0.05-0.60 K��(892) 0.462 � 0.029 0.72 0.484

0-1 K��(892) 0.712 � 0.067 1.11 0.716
0.025-1.0 �0 0.98 � 0.12 1.22 1.04

0-1 �0 1.21 � 0.15 1.51 1.28
0.05-0.6 f0(975) 0.098 � 0.016 - -
0.05-0.6 f2(1270) 0.163 � 0.041 - -
0.05-1.0 f2(1270) 0.170 � 0.043 - -
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Plot of the true against measured K0
S�

� invariant masses in several xp-intervals
obtained from the simulated events in DELSIM, from which the smearing matrices
Smn are obtained.

Fig. 2. The K0
S�

� invariant mass dependence of the coe�cients A for several xp-intervals
for the simulated events in DELSIM.

Fig. 3. The �+�� invariant mass dependence of the coe�cients A for several xp-intervals
for the simulated events in DELSIM.

Fig. 4. The K0
S�

� invariant mass dependence of the coe�cients C for several xp-intervals
for the simulated events in DELSIM for event samples with the weak and strong
cuts.

Fig. 5. The �+�� invariant mass dependence of the coe�cients C for several xp-intervals for
the simulated events in DELSIM for event samples with the weak and strong cuts.

Fig. 6. The �0 signal and reection from K�0(892) as generated by JETSET 7.4 PS in
di�erent intervals of cos ��. Each distribution is normalized to 1.

Fig. 7. The �+�� invariant mass spectrum for the K0
S candidates used in the determination

of the K0 cross section. N is the number of events in the given mass interval and
Nh the total number of hadronic Z0 decays.

Fig. 8. Di�erential cross section for K0 production as a function of a) � and b) xp, and for
c) K��(892) production as a function of xp. Solid and dashed curves represent the
expectations of JETSET 7.4 PS model with default parameters and, respectively,
with parameters tuned to the DELPHI data as described in the text.

Fig. 9. The K0
S�

� invariant mass spectra for indicated xp-intervals for the uncorrected data.
The histograms are the result of the �t (with indicated values of �2=NDF ) using
function (7). The background is shown by dotted histograms. The lower parts of
the �gures present the data and the results of the �t after background subtraction.

Fig. 10. Two-pion phase space functions for the �0 with Bose-Einstein correlations taken into
account (W ) or not (PS) as a function of M �M�0 for several xp-intervals.

Fig. 11. The �+�� invariant mass spectra a) for j cos ��j � 0.25 and xp � 0.025 and b-f)
for �ve indicated xp-intervals (for all cos ��-region) for the uncorrected data. The
histograms show the result of the �t using the function (7). The background is
shown by the dotted histograms. The lower parts of the �gures present the data and
the results of the �t after background subtraction. Separate contributions from the
� + �0, K0

S, ! decays and the K�0(892) reection are also shown.
Fig. 12. Di�erential cross sections (1=�h)d�/dxp for inclusive �0, f0(975) and f2(1270) pro-

duction. Solid and dashed curves represent the expectations of JETSET 7.4 PS
model for the �0 with default parameters and, respectively, with parameters tuned
to the DELPHI data as described in the text.

Fig. 13. The f2(1270)/�0 and f0(975)/�0 ratios as a function of xp. The lines show the results
of the �ts described in the text.

Fig. 14. The dependence of the a) K0, b) K��(892) and c) �0 average multiplicities per
hadronic event in e+e� collisions on the centre-of-mass energy

p
s in comparison

with the expectations of the JETSET 7.4 PS model with default parameters (solid
curve) and with parameters tuned to the DELPHI data (dashed curve) as described
in the text. Other data are from refs. [7]-[14], [18,20,27,28], [33]-[36]. For ARGUS
[14] and CLEO [10] experiments only multiplicities measured in continuum events
at 10.45 GeV are given.
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